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World's First Wireless Bluetooth Cooking
Thermometer
iDevices recently announced iGrill, the world’s first wireless cooking thermometer
for iPod touch, iPhone and iPad via a long-range Bluetooth® (over 200 feet) and
App-enabled connection. To be introduced at the Consumer Electronics show (CES),
Booth #4435, held in Las Vegas, January 6-9, 2011, iGrill turns your iPhone, iPod
touch or iPad into your own personal sous-chef, enabling you to multitask between
your grill or oven and guests with the peace of mind that your food is perfectly
cooked, at target temperature and safe for consumption.
The first Bluetooth and App enabled device on the market today, iGrill consists of:
* iGrill Thermometer with Projection Display and Probe features easy-to-clean touch
interface and multiple probe options.
* iGrill App for iPod, iPhone, & iPad - tells you status of food via Bluetooth.
iGrill is doing much more than simply redefining how we cook and grill, it’s changing
the way we socialize. iGrill is taking the labor-intensity out of meal preparation and
offering back the most valuable commodity of all: Time! Its secure, long-range
Bluetooth connection lets you enjoy time with family and friends without
compromising the quality of your cuisine!
A finalist for the Bluetooth.org?s 6th Annual Best of CES 2011 Awards - Innovator of
the Year (winner to be announced at CES), iGrill’s Bluetooth-enabled grilling
thermometer has garnered the attention of Apple, who choose the product to
participate in Apple’s Made For iPod, iPhone, iPad Developers’ Program. Apple saw
the potential of a device that is so perfectly paired with their product line and
features a seamlessly integrated, feature-rich App. Because of Apple’s open
architecture, iDevices was able to develop a free App designed to not only enhance
the iGrill experience, but also the cooking experience itself.
* iGrill Thermometer Features:
* Bluetooth®-enabled with 200 foot+ range
* Compatible with iPod touch, iPhone and iPad
* Features touch interface and projection display
* Stand-alone thermometer
* Multi-probe capacity
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* Integrated probe storage
* Alarm settings
* Multiple positions for extra flexibility and easy storage: standing, laying and
hanging
* Capable of tracking temperatures up to 400°F (204°C).
Priced at $99.99, iGrill is available immediately through www.igrillinc.com [1] and
Apple Stores across North America.
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